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The purpose of the paper is to learn the many important reasons why there needs to be gun 
control and how guns should not be the answer. I understand this is a very touchy subjective 
and everyone is entitled to their own opinion but if we can educate ourselves simultaneously 
keeping an open mind we can defiantly build a safer environment and a world that is more at 
peace for not only ourselves but our children as well. 
 

Up until this point, very few conspicuous Americans have endeavored to utilize the school 
frenzy as a contention for firearm control. One reason is that we are amidst a presidential race 
in which driving Democratic applicants know that underwriting firearm control can cost them 
votes. 
 
For Starters there is most likely about 300 million weapons (and about 60 million of those are 
handguns) builds the passing rate in this nation. We don’t have drive-by poisonings or drive-by 
knifings, however we do have drive-by shootings. Simple access to firearms makes savage 
brutality more typical in sedate arrangements, group battles and road corner fights. 
 
There are governmentally required background check that are standard protocol on obtaining 
weapons; numerous states like Virginia constrain firearm buys to one multi month, and 
adolescents may not get them by any means. In any case, regardless of whether there were 
considerably harder limits, access to firearms would remain moderately simple. At the very least 
in light of the fact that, as is genuine today, numerous future stolen and others would be 
acquired through straw buys made by a ready confederate. It is practically difficult to utilize new 
background or holding up period laws to keep hazardous individuals from getting weapons. 
Those that they can’t purchase, they will take or steal. 
 
Guns are simply just fuel for further violence people need to look deeper into anger outbursts or 
threats and recognize and adapt to perilously unsteady personalities. Finding ways to deal with 
are problems that could later escalate into violence is the best way to solve this mess. Whether 
it be admitting to the problem to seek help with family, friends, or professionals it is better to 
start somewhere at least the propers measures are taken to ensure the community’s safety. 
 
To comprehend this issue, there’s something you have to know: America remains solitary with 
regards to firearms. Not exclusively does the US have a larger number of firearms than some 
other nation on the planet, it additionally has significantly more firearm related deaths than some 
other created country. 
 
On the off chance that we need to figure by how much the U.S. murder rate would fall if regular 
people had no guns, we should start by acknowledging that the non-firearm manslaughter rate 
in this nation is three times higher than the non-firearm murder rate in England. For recorded 
and social reasons, Americans are a more brutal individuals than the English, notwithstanding 
when they can’t utilize a firearm. This reality sets a story beneath which the murder rate won’t 
be diminished regardless of whether, by some established or political marvel, we moved toward 
becoming gun free. 
 



The research is evidently clear if there was to be a ban on gun control many lives would be 
saved, although it can not completely get rid of absolutely all the violence that exist but is 
diffsntly can have a great impact by minimizing tremendously the violence. So you’re probably 
asking yourself if this is the answer why have more aggressive gun laws been passed? 
 
Amid discusses about firearm control, you’ll frequently hear Democrats gripe that 90% of 
Americans are in help of widespread background checks. At that point you’ll see most 
Republican legislators vote against extended gun control measures. Lastly, you’ll see couple of 
Republican officials electronically rebuffed for voting against all inclusive historical verifications. 
 
Donald Trump had voters in family units with weapons in each state however Vermont. He lost 
voters in families units without firearms in each state yet West Virginia. Regardless of whether a 
few Republicans were enticed to help stricter firearm control, these numbers propose that they 
may be compelled into voting against it since firearm rights advocates will probably make their 
voices heard. 
 
Support for firearm control measures now and again ascends after mass shootings. After the 
Columbine shooting and the shooting at Sandy Hook, Americans will probably bolster weapon 
control than in the eras encompassing them. That has in any event to do with the way that the 
media secured these shootings to a substantially more prominent degree than they have other 
ongoing shootings. On the off chance that this shooting in Florida gets a great deal of media 
consideration, contrasted and different shootings, it’s possible that help for firearm control may 
briefly rise. Once more, however, previous history proposes that any knock in general feeling for 
firearm control won’t hold. The long haul slant is against firearm control. 
 
This concludes my paper on pro gun control and my points of view on this matter it has diffantly 
become a trendy topic. So as for now the 2nd Amendment stays strong which protects every 
American’s Right to Keep and Bear Arms people often agru the need for safety in self defense 
and the need to be armed. Some may even bring into play their religious beliefs as to why there 
are against or for gun control laws. Everyone should be respectful of one’s beliefs. 
 


